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Mayor and Members of Council-

Attached is a chart setting forth specific provisions on which Affordable Housing Services 
(AHS) is commenting. To put our comments into context, you should be aware that, as a 
provider/developer of housing affordable to low and no income households, we are active in the 
Section 8 and Shelter+ Care programs and recipients of Me Kinney (homeless program) 
operations and supportive services subsidies and loan proceeds to reimburse our agency for costs 
associated with the rehabilitation of our 8-unit project on Parke Street, where Section 8 and other 
very low income families reside. 

Most significant to our tenants and low income homeseekers among the attached comments are 
those related to fair housing provisions, the need for the Housing Authority to certify that it is 
affirmatively furthering fair housing choices for the low income program participants and 
homeseekers and the need to reorder the City's preferences so homeless Pasadena families with 
children become a second local priority. 

Of particular concern to our agency is the need to address the City's slow reimbursement of costs 
under grant and loan programs. Last year, the Finance Department did not honor our 
reimbursement request to cover the operations and supportive services costs associated with 
housing our homeless households for 10 months. This year, we have absorbed six months of 
costs under this program without any reimbursement. On the loan side, AHS and our contractor 
were promised a week turn around on invoices/reimbursement requests. AHS has been waiting 
4+ weeks for payment on the latest round of invoices submitted. Work on the renovation of the 
Parke Street project has been held in abeyance five different times because of slow loan 
disbursements to cover AHS' or the general contractor's costs. 

Of lesser, albeit significant, concern is the new phone system. It impedes, rather than facilitates, 
discussions between the Department and owners. 

Notwithstanding the issues raised above, AHS believes that the PHA performs an invaluable 
service under increasingly difficult circumstances. While we look forward to the Department 
restoring Friday operations, generally speaking the PHA is responsive and works to complete 
inspections and other paperwork in a timely manner. 
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